The All-New

The All-New Picanto comprises of 5 stylish new models - the '1', '2', '3', 'GT-Line' and the range-topping 'GT-Line S'
(pictured here). This range-topping model boasts features including Autonomous Emergency Braking (AEB) which
activates the brakes when it detects any risk of collision*. This model also comes with stylish 16” alloy wheels,
a 7” Touchscreen sat nav with RDS and DAB radio and an electric sunroof so you can enjoy fresh air on the move.

Details within this brochure are not intended to be a description of the vehicle but are simply a general overview. For a more detailed description please speak to your Kia dealer. If a
particular item is important to you, please make sure it is mentioned, in writing, when ordering your car. This disclaimer does not affect your statutory rights. Images shown are for
illustrative purposes only and not to UK specification. Features shown are not necessarily standard across the range.
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*Advanced Driving Assistance Pack (ADAP) comprises of AEB and Supervision Cluster. Subject to special order (standard on certain grades).

Forever young.
Eternally fun.
Young, fun and stylish, the All-New Picanto
is full of energy and even more: It’s also full
of features, smart ways to stay connected,
and advanced technologies to keep you safe –
making it the perfect balance of youthful spirit
and serious driver enjoyment.

The range boasts a superb standard specification including front electric windows, remote central door locking and fold
away key, a stylish 3.8" Monochrome audio display with RDS, USB and AUX ports or 7" Touchscreen sat nav on certain
grades, automatic headlight control and Hill-start Assist Control - enjoy added support for those tricky hill starts, as this
feature will prevent you from rolling backwards.
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A small car with
supersized style.
There’s a lot to love about the All-New Picanto’s
sporty design. From dynamic lines to bold
styling accents like the new Kia signature grille
and bumpers, it’s a chic model that’s ideal for
zipping around the city. Plus, with a choice of
7 exciting body colours to choose from, you can
pick the car that’s perfect for you.
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Details within this brochure are not intended to be a description of the vehicle but are simply a general overview. For a more detailed description please speak to your Kia dealer. If a
particular item is important to you, please make sure it is mentioned, in writing, when ordering your car. This disclaimer does not affect your statutory rights. Images shown are for
illustrative purposes only and not to UK specification. Features shown are not necessarily standard across the range.
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A perfect fit,
wherever you go.
With its compact dimensions, dynamic
performance and agile handling, the All-New
Picanto is the ultimate match for any city. From
narrow streets to winding roads, your journeys
will always be plain sailing.
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Pure comfort.
With premium touches.
The interior of the All-New Picanto is geared to
your comfort. With spacious dimensions, intuitive
modern design and premium materials, you
won’t be able to stop yourself. So go on. Get in,
get comfy – and delight in every journey.
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Details within this brochure are not intended to be a description of the vehicle but are simply a general overview. For a more detailed description please speak to your Kia dealer. If a
particular item is important to you, please make sure it is mentioned, in writing, when ordering your car. This disclaimer does not affect your statutory rights. Images shown are for
illustrative purposes only and not to UK specification. Features shown are not necessarily standard across the range.
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Navigation system with 7-inch
floating touchscreen
The stylish infotainment system keeps you effortlessly
on track with navigation, real-time updates and more.
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Always
a step ahead.
The All-New Picanto is loaded with smart
ways to keep you in touch, informed
and fully connected.

Sun visor illumination lights (Driver's side only):
It’s easy to stay stylish with the handy illumination
lamps. Simply pull down the sun visor and open the
mirror to activate. There are lights at each side of the
glass, as well as a striking U-shaped mood light around
the sides and bottom.

2.6" Supervision Monochrome Cluster Display:
The LCD delivers tyre pressure alerts and other essential vehicle and trip information.

Wireless mobile phone charger*:
Enjoy convenient, cable-free charging for compatible
smartphones, with the wireless phone charger - the
charging pad is at the front of the centre console for
easy access.

Bluetooth Hands-free with voice recognition*:
Thanks to built-in Bluetooth® you can pair your compatible mobile
devices for music streaming, hands-free calls and navigation.

Details within this brochure are not intended to be a description of the vehicle but are simply a general overview. For a more detailed description please
speak to your Kia dealer. If a particular item is important to you, please make sure it is mentioned, in writing, when ordering your car. This disclaimer does
not affect your statutory rights. Images shown are for illustrative purposes only and not to UK specification. Features shown are not necessarily standard
across the range.
* Please check with your dealer for mobile phone compatibility .
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Details within this brochure are not intended to be a description of the vehicle but are simply a general overview. For a more detailed description please speak to your Kia dealer. If a
particular item is important to you, please make sure it is mentioned, in writing, when ordering your car. This disclaimer does not affect your statutory rights. Images shown are for
illustrative purposes only and not to UK specification. Features shown are not necessarily standard across the range.

A small car that’s
big on space.
Think a small car can’t be big on space? Think again.
The All-New Picanto feels surprisingly spacious,
with generous dimensions for head, shoulder and
legroom – even in the rear. And with a heated
steering wheel and front seats, there’s even more
reason to settle in and be comfortable.

Heated steering wheel

Heated front seats
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More room.
More adventures.
The energetic All-New Picanto is ready for
anything. With its roomy cabin, versatile folding
seats, and outstanding 255 litre luggage capacity,
you’ll have all the space you need to make the
most of every day.

60:40 split folding rear seats:
Enjoy the flexibility of rear seats
that split and fold 60:40 to
accommodate people or cargo.

Double tray:
Located below the temperature
controls, the double tray is a
convenient spot for sunglasses, or
audio devices.

Dual-level luggage board:
The cargo area floor board
mounts flush with the folded
seatbacks, concealing space
below for tall objects.

Glove box:
With separate sections for your
favourite accessories, the glove box
keeps you beautifully organised.

255 litre
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Centre console armrest:
The floor-mounted centre console
offers convenient additional storage.
The adjustable armrest also slides
to offer you the perfect position
for your arm.

cargo capacity

Front cup holder:
Dual cup holders at the
front of the console
keep your drinks close
at hand.

Details within this brochure are not intended to be a description of the vehicle but are simply a general overview. For a more detailed description please speak to your Kia dealer. If a
particular item is important to you, please make sure it is mentioned, in writing, when ordering your car. This disclaimer does not affect your statutory rights. Images shown are for
illustrative purposes only and not to UK specification. Features shown are not necessarily standard across the range.
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A car you
can count on.
The All-New Picanto’s engines are reliable,
efficient and perfectly geared for the city.

Kappa 1.0 MPI Engine
With a CVVT valve-train, the
smooth-running, 66 bhp, 1.0-litre
MPI engine combines efficiency,
power and dynamic performance.

Kappa 1.25 MPI Engine
The 83 bhp, 1.25-litre, dual-CVVT
MPI engine with piston-cooling jets
and coated piston rings is feisty
and capable, while remaining quiet
and efficient.

Automatic transmission
The 4-speed automatic
transmission offers quiet operation
and shift points that are set to
maximise smoothness - even in
stop-and-go city traffic.

Manual transmission
The 5-speed manual transmission
features friction-reduction
measures for lasting performance,
and lets you select gears quickly.
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Safety first.
The All-New Picanto’s active safety features
ensure that you always stay alert, informed and
forewarned. That means help with everything
from squeezing into a parking space to avoiding
a collision.

Reversing camera system with dynamic guidelines
As you reverse into a parking space, the waterproof rear camera will
project an image onto the 7" floating display, along with dynamic
guidelines to help you into place.
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Details within this brochure are not intended to be a description of the vehicle but are simply a general overview. For a
more detailed description please speak to your Kia dealer. If a particular item is important to you, please make sure it is
mentioned, in writing, when ordering your car. This disclaimer does not affect your statutory rights. Images shown are
for illustrative purposes only and not to UK specification. Features shown are not necessarily standard across the range.

Autonomous Emergency Braking (AEB)*
Using a radar, AEB detects any potential
collisions ahead. If necessary, it warns the
driver of the risk, and applies ESC braking
to help prevent a collision.

* Advanced Driving Assistance Pack (ADAP), comprises of AEB and Supervision Cluster. Subject to special order (standard on certain grades).
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Advanced High-Strength Steel
and hot-stamped steel (AHSS)
The All-New Picanto uses more than 44% Advanced High
Strength Steel (AHSS), as well as hot-stamped components
in the core stress areas. This greatly improves body
average tensile strength and rigidity - enhancing cabin
protection and improving dynamic performance.

44

%

Advanced HighStrength Steel

67

m

Advanced
adhesives

6 Airbags
To help protect occupants and potentially
reduce injuries in the event of a collision,
the All-New Picanto offers driver and front
passenger airbags, two front-side airbags,
two side-curtain airbags.
Details within this brochure are not intended to be a description of the vehicle but are simply a general overview. For a more detailed description please speak to your Kia dealer. If a
particular item is important to you, please make sure it is mentioned, in writing, when ordering your car. This disclaimer does not affect your statutory rights. Images shown are for
illustrative purposes only and not to UK specification. Features shown are not necessarily standard across the range.
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Uncompromising
protection.
The All-New Picanto is serious about keeping you
protected. With advanced active safety features
and rigorous attention to detail, it’s built to offer
you full peace of mind

HAC (Hill-start Assist Control)
When at a standstill on an incline, HAC prevents you from
rolling backwards. It gently applies the brakes from the
time you lift your foot from the brake pedal, giving you
time to switch your foot smoothly to the accelerator.

Braking system
The brakes are tuned to work with the ABS and tyres to
reduce stopping distance, and maximise stopping power and
directional control while braking.

ESC (Electronic Stability Control)
ESC ensures optimal braking performance and directional
control. It automatically delivers the right amount of
braking force to each wheel, based on an evaluation of
engine torque and driving conditions.

TPMS (Tyre Pressure Monitoring System)
Measuring sidewall stiffness and wheel radius, TPMS alerts
you when a tyre needs pressure adjustment, by displaying
the information on the cluster screen.
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Body styling kit
Make sure your Picanto is as unique as you
are. Now you can make an eye-catching style
statement on the road. Add a host of striking
design details and colour accents to each side
of your Picanto’s exterior with this accessories
kit, which includes side skirts, a tailgate trim line
and door mirror caps. Available in elegant silver,
classic piano black and vibrant red. All these
products are offered both as a kit and
for individual purchase.

Accessorise
in style.
Give your All-New Picanto an edge with a range
of functional and styling accessories.

LED footwell illumination
Give your cabin the red carpet treatment with this premium
touch that bathes the front footwell in exquisite ambient light
whenever the doors are unlocked, fading out when the engine
starts. Available in stylish red and classic white.

LED door projectors, Kia logo
Make a stylish entrance in the darkness – with subtle yet
sharp beams for gorgeous ambient ground lighting, featuring
the Kia logo. Automatically activated when the front doors are
opened.

All-weather mats, with colour accent
Whatever adventure you’ve been on, don’t worry about wet,
muddy or sandy shoes when you get back in the car. These
durable and easy-to-clean floor mats protect the whole of
your cabin floor. With a customised shape, Picanto logo in two
different colours and fixing points to hold them firmly in place.

Rear bumper protection foil (transparent)
Enjoy peace of mind when loading and unloading frequently –
knowing that the top surface of your rear bumper is reliably
protected from possible scrapes and scuffs.

Details within this brochure are not intended to be a description of the vehicle but are simply a general overview. For a more detailed description please
speak to your Kia dealer. If a particular item is important to you, please make sure it is mentioned, in writing, when ordering your car. This disclaimer does
not affect your statutory rights. Images shown are for illustrative purposes only and not to UK specification. Features shown are not necessarily standard
across the range.
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Attention
to detail

Steering wheel mounted controls
Buttons mounted on the steering
wheel let you adjust the audio – while
keeping your eyes firmly on the road.
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Auto cruise control and speed limiter
Set, adjust or cancel the automatic
system, with buttons right at your
fingertips.

Electric sunroof
Enjoy the breeze with a sunroof that opens and closes smoothly with
a simple press of a power button.

Audio system
The compact 3.8" audio system with RDS includes a flat, mono TFT-LCD
screen. In addition to radio, it offers connectivity with portable devices
through its AUX and USB inputs.

Automatic Air Conditioning
Enjoy one-touch comfort. Just set your preferred temperature, and the
automatic system will monitor and maintain it until you change the settings.

Air conditioning
Simple graphics let you choose your temperature and airflow preferences
and adjust them as you like. Illuminated icons show you the current settings
in the dark.

Details within this brochure are not intended to be a description of the vehicle but are simply a general overview. For a more detailed description please speak to your Kia dealer. If a
particular item is important to you, please make sure it is mentioned, in writing, when ordering your car. This disclaimer does not affect your statutory rights. Images shown are for
illustrative purposes only and not to UK specification. Features shown are not necessarily standard across the range.

Smart key with engine start/stop button
The Smart Key remote lets you unlock or lock
the doors without a key, and allows you to
start the car simply by pushing a button.

MDPS with tilt steering wheel adjustment
Motor-Driven Power Steering simplifies turning,
while a tilt steering column you find your perfect
driving position.

AUX and USB ports
Connect audio players and mobile devices via USB
or mini-RCA cords for playback.

Stainless steel pedals
Racing-inspired stainless steel pedals add to the
fun of driving. Raised rubber grips help ensure
confident footwork.

2.6" monochrome cluster display
Keep vital information front and centre with the segmented cluster, located
between the instrument dials.

Auto light control
Set the stalk ring to Auto and the front and rear lights will turn on or off
depending on lighting conditions.

Body coloured exterior mirrors
Get a more luxurious look with body-coloured exterior mirrors. These are also
heated, folding and come with integrated LED indicators.

High-mounted stop lamp
From the subtle spoiler above the rear window, the high-mounted stop lamp
helps drivers behind you see when you’re braking.
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The All-New Picanto range
WHEELS

ENGINE, TRANSMISSION & CO2 EMISSIONS

‘1’

‘1’ 1.0 MPi 66bhp 5-speed manual (101 g/km)

14" Steels with Cover
(175/65R14)

‘2’
‘2’ 1.0 MPi 66bhp 5-speed manual (101 g/km)

‘2’ 1.25 MPi 83bhp 5-speed manual (106 g/km)

14" Alloys
(175/65R14)

‘2’ 1.25 MPi 83bhp 4-speed automatic (124 g/km)

‘3’

‘3’ 1.25 MPi 83bhp 5-speed manual (106 g/km)

‘3’ 1.25 MPi 83bhp 4-speed automatic (124 g/km)
15" Alloys
(185/55R15)
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Details within this brochure are not intended to be a description of the vehicle but are simply a general overview. For a more detailed description please speak to your Kia dealer. If a particular item is
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PAINT COLOURS

STANDARD SPECIFICATION
PICANTO '1'
• 14" Steel Wheels with Cover
• MFR (Multi-Focus Reflector)
Headlights with Black Bezel
• Front Electric Windows
• Remote Central Door Locking &
Fold-away Key
• 3.8" Monochrome Audio Display
with RDS
• USB & AUX Ports
• 2-speaker audio System
• 60:40 Split Folding 2nd Row Seats
• Trip Computer

• ABS with Electronic Brakeforce
Distribution (EBD) & Brake-Assist
System (BAS)
• Electronic Stability Control (ESC)
& Vehicle Stability Management
(VSM)
• Hill-start Assist Control (HAC)
• Twin Front, Side & Curtain Airbags
• Automatic Headlight Control
• All-round Height Adjustable
Headrests
• Anti-Theft Alarm System

•
•
•
•

• Front & Rear Electric Windows
(Driver's Auto Up/Down)
• 4-speaker audio System
• Bluetooth® with Music Streaming **
• Silver Paint Finished Interior
Door Handles
• Steering Wheel Mounted Controls
• Leather Trimmed Steering Wheel
• Leather Trimmed Gearshift

•
•
•
•

Black Cloth Upholstery
5 Door / 5 Seat Configuration
Front Seatbelt Height Adjusters
Driver and Front Passenger
Sunvisors with Vanity Mirror

Blue Breeze
(Standard Paint)
Clear White
(Optional)
Midnight Black
(Premium Paint)
Chilli Red
(Premium Paint)
Silver Frost
(Premium Paint)

PICANTO '2' (ADDS OVER '1')
• 14" Alloy Wheels
• Body Coloured Exterior
Door Handles
• Body Coloured Mirrors
• Black Radiator Grille with
Chrome Surround
• Electrically Adjustable & Heated
Door Mirrors
• Air Conditioning

Speed Sensing Auto Door Locking
Premium Black Cloth Upholstery
Driver's Seat Height Adjuster
Front Passenger Seatback Pocket

Blue Breeze
(Standard Paint)
Clear White
(Optional)
Midnight Black
(Premium Paint)
Chilli Red
(Premium Paint)
Silver Frost
(Premium Paint)
Pop Orange
(Premium Paint)

PICANTO '3' (ADDS OVER '2')
• 15" Alloy Wheels
• Chrome Exterior Door Handles
• Electrically Folding, Adjustable &
Heated Door Mirrors with
LED Indicators
• Automatic Air Conditioning
• 7" Touchscreen Satellite Navigation
with RDS & DAB
• 6-speaker audio System
• Bluetooth® with Voice Recognition
& Music Streaming **
• Kia Connected Services Featuring
TomTom® **

• Apple CarPlay™ & Android Auto™ **
• Cruise Control & Speed Limiter
• Reversing Camera System with
Dynamic Guidelines
• Rear Parking Sensors *
• Front Fog Lights
• Centre Console with Storage Box
and Sliding Armrest
• Autonomous Emergency Braking***

Blue Breeze
(Standard Paint)
Clear White
(Optional)
Midnight Black
(Premium Paint)
Chilli Red
(Premium Paint)
Silver Frost
(Premium Paint)
Pop Orange
(Premium Paint)

* Parking Sensors may not match exterior body colour.
** Please check with your dealer for mobile phone compatibility.
*** Advanced Driving Assistance Pack (ADAP) comprises of AEB and Supervision Cluster. Subject to special order (standard on certain grades).
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The All-New Picanto range
WHEELS

ENGINE, TRANSMISSION & CO2 EMISSIONS

‘GT Line’

‘GT-Line’ 1.0 MPi 66bhp 5-speed manual (101 g/km)

‘GT-Line’ 1.25 MPi 83bhp 5-speed manual (106 g/km)
16" Alloys
(195/45R16)

‘GT Line S’

‘GT-Line S’ 1.25 Petrol 84bhp 5-speed manual (106 g/km)

16" Alloys
(195/45R16)
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PAINT COLOURS

STANDARD SPECIFICATION
PICANTO 'GT LINE' (ADDS OVER '2')
• 16" Alloy Wheels
• Sports Front & Rear Bumpers with
Twin Exhaust
• Body Coloured Side Sill Mouldings
• Stainless Steel Pedals
• Bi-Function Projection Headlights.
• LED Daytime Running Lights
• Front Fog Lights
• LED Rear Lights
• 6-speaker audio System

• Electrically Folding, Adjustable
& Heated Door Mirrors with LED
Indicators
• Black and Red Faux Leather
Upholstery
• Privacy Glass (Rear Windows &
Tailgate)
• High Gloss Centre Fascia
• Satin Chrome Interior Door Handles
• Autonomous Emergency Braking***

Blue Breeze
(Standard Paint)
Clear White
(Optional)
Midnight Black
(Premium Paint)
Chilli Red
(Premium Paint)
Titanium Silver
(Premium Paint)

• Blue Breeze and
Chilli Red feature
silver body
accents.
• Clear White,
Midnight Black
and Titanium
Silver feature red
body accents

PICANTO 'GT LINE S' (ADDS OVER 'GT-LINE')
• Chrome Exterior Door Handles
• Automatic Air Conditioning
• Smart Key with Engine
Start/Stop Button
• 7" Touchscreen Satellite Navigation
with RDS & DAB
• Bluetooth® with Voice Recognition &
Music Streaming **
• Kia Connected Services Featuring
TomTom® **
• Apple CarPlay™ & Android Auto™ **
• Wireless Mobile Phone Charger **

• Cruise Control & Speed Limiter
• Reversing Camera System with
Dynamic Guidelines
• Rear Parking Sensors *
• Heated Front Seats &
Steering Wheel
• Electric Sunroof
• Dual Height Luggage Area Floor
• Driver and Front Passenger
Sunvisors with Vanity Mirror
(Illuminated Driver's Side)

• Electrically Folding, Adjustable
& Heated Door Mirrors with LED
Indicators
• Black and Red Faux Leather
Upholstery
• Privacy Glass (Rear Windows
& Tailgate)
• High Gloss Centre Fascia
• Satin Chrome Interior Door Handles
• Autonomous Emergency Braking***

Blue Breeze
(Standard Paint)
Clear White
(Optional)
Midnight Black
(Premium Paint)
Chilli Red
(Premium Paint)
Titanium Silver
(Premium Paint)

• Blue Breeze and
Chilli Red feature
silver body
accents.
• Clear White,
Midnight Black
and Titanium
Silver feature red
body accents

* Parking Sensors may not match exterior body colour.
** Please check with your dealer for mobile phone compatibility.
*** Advanced Driving Assistance Pack (ADAP) comprises of AEB and Supervision Cluster. Subject to special order (standard on certain grades).
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Complete peace of mind
5-year paint warranty & 12-year anti-perforation warranty
High-quality body paint ensures long-lasting protection and shine for your new Kia. It also comes with
superior corrosion protection and a 12-year warranty against rust from the inside out.
Kia Insurance
Kia knows your car inside out, which is why you can trust Kia Insurance to provide the protection you
need. Kia Insurance is rated 5 stars* with a range of exclusive benefits and a UK-based 24-hour claims
team. Unlike most other UK insurers, we guarantee to repair your vehicle at a Kia Approved Bodyshop
using only Kia Genuine Parts. This helps to protect its warranty, safety standard and resale value.
Call now for an annual quote on 0330 102 8543 www.kia.com/uk/insurance
*Rating by an independent financial research company.
Insurance benefits are subject to qualifying status, terms, conditions and underwriting criteria. Kia Insurance is provided by
Original Insurance Services Ltd.

Free Kia Excess Return
When you buy a new or approved used Kia you’ll qualify for one year’s free £250 Excess Return Voucher. In
the event of an accident, all you need to do is call Kia first on 0330 102 8832 – before your insurer. In return,
we’ll reimburse up to £250 of any excess you pay as part of a motor insurance claim, no matter which
company insures you. You’ll also enjoy all the benefits of the free Kia Accident AfterCare service.
Ask your dealer for your voucher. www.kia.com/uk/excessreturn
Conditions apply – please see the voucher for details.

Free Kia Accident AfterCare
If you have an accident, call Kia first on 0330 102 8832 and let us take care of things. Kia Accident
AfterCare offers end-to-end handling of your motor claim – so you can relax. It doesn’t matter who you’re
insured with. We’ll exercise your right to an accident repair at a Kia Approved Bodyshop using only Kia
Genuine Parts. This means your car will get the Kia treatment by our trained technicians. Plus you get use
of a courtesy car for the duration of the repair – all at no cost to you.
Get your free key tag at www.kia.com/uk/accidentaftercare

Care-3
For complete peace-of-mind, Kia can offer you a great value fixed-price servicing package for your All-New
Picanto which is called Care-3. Please speak to your Kia dealer for more information and pricing. Terms and
conditions apply. Log onto www.kia.com/uk for details.
The official fuel consumption figures in mpg (l/100 km) for the new All-New Picanto range are:
Urban: 40.4 (7.0)-50.4 (5.6). Extra Urban: 62.8 (4.5)-76.3 (3.7). Combined: 52.3 (5.4)-64.2 (4.4).
The official CO2 emissions for the All-New Picanto range are 101-124 g/km.

Fuel consumption figures are derived from testing in accordance with EU standard test procedures
and regulations. These official figures are for comparative purposes only and may not reflect ‘real
world’ fuel consumption. The figures do not constitute a guarantee or offer from Kia Motors. For
more information visit http://www.dft.gov.uk/vca/fcb/the-fuel-consumption-testing-scheme.asp

The Kia 7-year
warranty
7-year/100,000 miles
new car warranty.
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Kia Motors (UK) Ltd
Walton Green
Walton-On-Thames
Surrey
KT12 1FJ
Freephone: 0333 2022990
www.kia.com/uk
NEWPIC 04.17

All information and illustrations are based on data available at the time of print
(April 2017) and are subject to change without notice. The fuel figures quoted
were obtained in accordance with the prescribed measuring process (Directive
80/1268/EEC within the currently applicable version). These figures are based
on an individual vehicle and do not constitute part of the product offer; they are
provided solely for the purposes of comparison between different vehicle models.
Contact your local Kia dealer for current information and full warranty details
including terms and conditions. Imagery shown throughout this brochure is for
illustrative purposes only and not to UK specification. Features shown are not
necessarily standard across the All-New Picanto range.

Kia is actively involved with major sporting events
around the world, sponsoring the renowned
Australian Open as well as individuals such as
tennis sensation Rafael Nadal.
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log onto www.kia.com/uk

